Interoperability Utilizing OASIS EDXL Family of Standards and HazCollect

1. Safe Environment Engineering
2. DeskTop Alerts
3. MyState USA
4. CellCast
5. Alerting Solutions
6. AlertRadio
7. DM-OPEN
8. Warning Systems Inc
9. Protexx
10. EvoTec

- EAS, NWR, Sirens, Strobe Lights, Tone Alert Receivers
- Trigger EAS, Cell Phones, Text-to-Speech Email, Fax HazCollect Content Share
- Cell Phones
- EAS, Sirens, 2W Radio, HazCollect Alert Radio, Signs, Cell Phones, Email
- Secure Instant Message
- EAS, Sirens, Strobe Lights, Text Message, Text-to-Speech, Email, AlertUs Beacons, Standard IM

HAVE Wrapped in EDXL-DE
Amber Alert Wrapped in EDXL-DE

NEXT